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It is shown that the critical temperature Tc of a superconductor considered in the two-band 
model is inversely proportional at low impurity concentrations to the sum of the relaxation 
times for interband scattering by the impurity and the relaxation times for exchange scatter
ing of electrons of each of the bands by the paramagnetic atoms. A critical impurity concen
tration exists in the high concentration region. 

IN an earlier paper[1J we have considered the 
two-band model of a superconductor with nonmag
netic impurity, and have shown that interband scat
tering by the impurity causes an appreciable change 
in the temperature of the superconductor. In this 
communication we generalize the results obtained 
in the earlier paper to include the case of a para
magnetic impurity. It turns out here that in the 
region of small impurity concentrations the critical 
temperature T c of the superconductor depends on 
the relaxation time of the interband scattering by 
the impurity and on the relaxation time of exchange 
scattering of electrons of each of the two bands by 
the paramagnetic atoms. Unlike the nonmagnetic 
case, a critical impurity concentration exists in the 
region of large impurity concentrations. 

To prove these statements we start from an 
impurity potential 

~(r) = ut(r) + (Scr)u2(r) (1) 

and use the computational technique of[L 2J. It is 
easy to see that the formulas of[1] are modified as 
follows: in determining the relaxation times Tij 
that enter in the single-particle Green's func-
tion [1], it is necessary to replace the quantity 
I u112 by I u11 2 + 1/ 4 S(S + 1) I u2l 2, whereas in the kernel 
of the equation for the function K (K = GG) it is 
necessary to replace I u11 2 by I ut\ 2 -% S(S- 1) I u21 2• 

In this connection we introduce besides the times 
T ij also the times Kij, which differ from the former 
in that their definition contains the combination 
I u1!2 - 1/ 4 S(S + 1) I u2l2• Then calculations yield the 
following dependence of Tc (f3c = (kvTc)-1, f3co is 
the corresponding quantity for the pure supercon
ductor) on the impurity 

where 

[ yT; I ( ~c yT;)- -yT; I ( ~c Ylt)] 
l"t2- Ylt 

+ - N' {V + V . V (. + .. )] N2 + jNt x- = + tPt u 22l - 12 lt 772 - --::::-=:--=:--
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(2) 

li 1i . N2 P2 . 1i n 
Pi=-----; J=--; Jt=--; h=--; 

2l'i 2Xii Nt Pt 2Xt2P1 2X21P2 

(p1 + Pz) 2 _ --
lt ,2 = --2-(1- 2a +Vi- 4a); 

a= PtP2(1- hiz)/(P1 + Pz)2. (3) 

Here I is a function whose definition is given in [1], 

N1, 2 the state density on the Fermi surfaces of the 
two bands, Vim the matrix element of the interac
tion potential for states belonging to different 
bands, and 

In the limiting case of low impurity concentra
tions f3c-./l; » 1, f3cFi; « 1, we have 

n 1i (1 1 1 1) 
Tc~ Tco----x± -+-+--+-- , 

4 2k B l' 12 't21 l' u• l'228 

(4) 

where 

l'ii 8 ( [l'ii•]-1 = [,;;;]-1 - [x;;)-1) 

is the exchange relaxation time. It is easy to see 
that K± is larger than zero and smaller than unity. 
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Thus, the linear decrease of Tc with increasing 
impurity concentration is connected with the ex
change part of the interaction and with the inter
band transitions. 

With increasing concentration, a second limiting 
case f3c..JZ; » 1 and f3c..fl; « 1 is possible. Both 
inequalities can be satisfied simultaneously since 
the parameter l 1 is proportional to the exchange 
part of the interaction (1), whereas z2 is propor
tional to the non-exchange part. As a rule the ex
change part of the interaction is much smaller than 
the non-exchange part. In this case formula (2) 
becomes 

(x±-i')ln-~~ ~ ~c(Pi+P2)a(x±-1)-(x±-a) 
~cO l 

X [ 11:2 + ln ( 2V~co(Pi + P2) )] . (5) 
6Bc2 (p1 + p2) 2 n 

Finally, in the limiting case of large impurity 
concentrations, f3c-/l; » 1 and f3cfl; » 1, we have 

(kBTc) 2 ~ 6a2 (Pi -j_- P2) 2 [In.~_ ln(2V~co(Pi + P2)/n) J. 
n2 a 1- x± 

(6) 

At some critical impurity concentration, defined 
by the condition 

(7) 

the critical temperature of the superconductor 
vanishes. This proves the statements made above. 

As expected, the obtained expressions go over 
in the single-band case into the corresponding 
formulas of Abrikosov and Gor'kov[ 2J and in the 
case of a nonmagnetic impurity into the results 
of[i]. 
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